Virtual Production Stage
combining physical and virtual elements using
real time rendering engines
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Virtual production is the process of mixing live footage and computer graphics simultaneously, to get real-time feedback and to make decisions on set about
composition, VFX and animations. Combining the power and affordability of game engines such as Unreal Engine and Unity and the visualization capabilities of
VR, virtual production shifts the pipelines and creative workflows of film-making.
Previously film-making followed a natural timeline, with individuals or teams stepping in at the right time - from the script writer, to the creatives, then the film
crew, followed by the special effects guys. Now the film world is created in a digital environment before anyone even steps foot on the physical set and VFX is no
longer just the add on at the end of production, instead it’s integral to the production pipeline.
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Benefits of virtual production:
- You can create any world you could ever imagine

- Don’t like where that rock’s sitting? Move it in real-time

- You can see what the footage will look like, right there in front of you

- You don’t need to build an entire physical set or jet across the world

- Teams can shoot everything in one studio

- The camera tracking is done pre-production, so you can shoot like you’re filming in a real
environment

Because you can see the full scene, there are typically fewer edits in comparison to traditional 3D animation. This makes it faster, more efficient, and even cheaper
Easily place real actors in a digital world, it gives actors a better experience as they aren’t asked to imagine the world they’re acting in.
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Ramaz Studios
Studio Floor:

Virtual production:

- 19 x 16 metres warehouse space

- 5.8 x 3.2 metres central led screen, 1.5 mm pixel pitch total resolution 3840 x2160

- 7.5 x 7.5 x 4 metres white infinity cove (colour change upon request)

- 2 side led screen 2 x 3 metres can be conbined as 1 screen, 2.6 mm pixel pitch

- 8 seat make up/ changing room

- High performance Unreal Engine-based real time rendering system (custom workflow and

- Green room/ production room connected to the warehouse studio

services package available)

- 2 toilets studio level with shower 2 toilets on first floor

- Vive tracking system (high performance tracking systems packages available)

- drive in roller shutter 3.5 x 4 metres

- Fibre Internet access and wifi

- 3 outlets 32 Amp (can be increased depending on type of shoot)
- black out stage
- Fridge, coffe machine, water and kitchinette
First floor: .
- Lounge chill out area with sofa and TV
- Desks and chairs for meetings and production
- Fridge, coffe machine, water and kitchinette
Parking:
- 4 car park spaces on site available on request

- 1 space for production trailer
- additional car park spaces avalilable nearby
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